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Introduction
Jamaica's  experience of radical policy changes over the past two decades  is fertile ground to yield lessons
for agricultural policy reform in the region.  The years 1972 to 1980 saw the ideals of socialism shape much
of government policy,  including  agricultural strategy.  Over the period since 1980 free enterprise has been
allowed to blossom,  and Jamaica's economic policies have been shaped by a series of World Bank and IMF
programs.  This paper briefly  reviews the policies and performance  of the agricultural  sector during these
two  periods,  paying  particular  attention  to  the  impact  of the  policies  of the  latter  period,  with  their
implications for agricultural  development in Jamaica.  It then looks at the changes in trade policies  which
accompanied  these developments  and puts the trade policy experience in the context of multilateral  and
regional integration.  Finally, some lessons from the Jamaican experience  are formulated  which may have
relevance for other countries  in the region.
Macroeconomic  Policy  and Agriculture in the 1970's:  "Internal  Designs"
The Jamaican economy experienced considerable  growth in the post World War II period.  From the late
1940's until Independence  in  1962 Jamaica moved from being primarily an agricultural based economy  to
one based on minerals (bauxite) and tourism as well as agriculture.  Between  1950 and  1962  nominal GDP
grew or average by five percent per year.  The extent of the diversification  is indicated by the fact that in
the 1940's more than 90 percent of Jamaica's foreign  earnings came from the agricultural  sector (mainly
sugar and bananas),  while by the mid 1960's less than 40 percent of export revenue  was accounted for by
agriculture.
After  independence  in 1962 the predominant concern  was that development was not sufficiently  improving
the  life  of the  average  Jamaican.  Complete  foreign  ownership  of  the  bauxite  industry,  and  foreign
domination of the manufacturing,  financial,  and transport sectors,  together with the fact that 40% of the
sugar sector was in foreign hands was singled out as a major cause.  Furthermore,  between  1962  and  1972
unemployment  rose from  13 to 24 percent of the labor force.  This  situation led to the policy known  as
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25"Internal  Designs"  of the  People's  National  Party  (PNP)  that won  a  landslide  victory,  under  Norman
Manley,  in the  1972 general elections.
The economic policies of this period of moved steadily toward socialism,  and were  intended to reduce the
dependence  on foreign ownership  and control,  and to distribute  the benefits  of development more evenly.
Nationalization and taxation were the policies  used to promote change  in the foreign dominated  sectors.
The state formed corporations  that took over  large parts of the bauxite,  tourism and agricultural  sectors.
Taxation of the bauxite industry  led to increased government earnings  from an average of US$30 million
during 1970 to  1973 to an average of US$164 million during 1974 to 1977.  Minimum wage legislation was
introduced for certain categories of workers  and maximum hours were instituted  for some manufacturing
enterprises.
Agricultural structures  were also affected by these policies. A land distribution program with an associated
subsidized  credit  scheme  was  implemented  for  small farmers.  Much  of this  land was obtained  by  the
government through a policy of repossessing  any parcels  in excess  of 100 acres that were  kept idle.
Trade policy emphasized the diversification of markets,  away from Europe and North America.  Although
by 1980 these two regions  still accounted for about 60 percent of merchandise  trade,  this was down from
90 percent  at the beginning  of the  1970's.  The increased  trade was  with other  Caricom countries,  Latin
America,  Japan and the rest of Europe.
By 1980 these policies had led to a considerable  change in the economy  in general and in the agricultural
sector  in particular.  The  structure  of output of the  agricultural  sector  had  changed  significantly.  The
economic  policies  that  emphasized  self-reliance  and  import  substitution  led  to  modest  growth  of  the
domestic crop sector.  During the period  1972 to 1980 the domestic crop sector  grew by some  16 percent.
At the same time the government's  increasing  control  of the export sector led to  a sharp contraction  in
output.  Table  1 shows the decline  in export crop  output.  Aiding this  decline was the fall  in commodity
prices from their high levels of the early  1970s.
Table  1:  Change in Agricultural Export Crop Output in Jamaica,  1972 and  1980
Crop  1972  (Tons)  1980 (Tons)  % Decline
Bananas  127.000  33,000  74
Citrus  13,867  7,406  47
Cocoa  2,333  1,368  41
Sugar  373,000  247,000  34
Pimento  2,032  1928  5
Source:  Economic and Social Survey,  PIOJ,  Jamaica.
However, the general uncertainty introduced by the nationalizations  undoubtedly contributed to the poor
performance of the  export sector. As a result, there was  a significant relative decline  of the export crop
subsector  share and an increase  in the domestic crop share of agricultural GDP (Table 2).
26Table  2:  Agricultural  Production as a Percentage  of Agricultural  GDP
Domestic  Forestry and
Year  Export Crops  Crops  Livestock  Fisheries  Total
Percentage  of Agricultural GDP
1970-1974  24.7  47.4  21.4  6.5  100
1975-1979  17.2  51.7  24.5  6.6  100
1980-1984  18.6  50  24.4  7  100
1985-1989  19.4  52.7  19.1  8.8  100
1990-1992  14.6  60  18.6  6.8  100
Source:  World Bank, Agricultural  Support Services  Report.
The "Internal designs"  program of the  1970's resulted in considerable macroeconomic  imbalances  in the
economy and  increasing  instability.  The sharp decline  in net capital  inflows  was both a major cause and
a direct effect of the instability,  economic  imbalance  and political uncertainty,  along with the declining
fortunes  of the  agricultural  export sector,  changes in the operations  of the bauxite sector,  escalating  oil
prices,  rising real  wages,  fiscal  laxity  and  monetary  expansion.  In  order  to  restore  both  external  and
internal  balance  the  structure  of  the  economy  needed  to  adjust.  This  led,  amid  much  political
soul-searching,  to the opening of discussions between the Manley government  and the IMF and the World
Bank toward the end of the  1970's.
The IMF/WB Programs and Jamaica's Agricultural Sector: External Designs
The Structural Adjustment Program
In Jamaica, as across the developing  world, the importance of the crucial linkages  between macroeconomic
balance,  economic growth and socioeconomic development came to be accepted by the  end of the  1970's,
replacing the earlier developmental  emphasis  on projects and programs based of foreign loans.
Two sets of policies came to dominate Jamaican economic strategy.  The IMF insisted on macroeconomic
adjustment and stabilization measures  to achieve internal  and external  balances  over the short to medium
term. From the World Bank perspective,  the need was  for structural and sectoral  adjustment for longer
term sustained growth and development.  The justification was that the climate for investment  needed  to be
recreated by correcting the wrong signals  being sent to entrepreneurs  and by enhancing the stability  of key
economic  indicators  that influence  investment decisions.  Critical  among these were  lower  inflation  and
interest rates  and a more realistic and  sustainable  exchange  rate.
The  1980 elections  in Jamaica were  seen as a referendum on the IMF/WB policies.  The country endorsed
the program but decided that the opposition party was  more likely  to be able  to implement it. The Manley
government  was voted  out of power and the new government  of Edward Seaga  and the Jamaica Labour
Party (JLP) was  charged with changing  the economic  policy.  The orientation of the country's development
27strategy shifted from import substitution under high levels of protection to  a liberalized,  competitive and
export-led economy.  Foreign investment was given a more prominent  role, divesting  and privatizing state
enterprises  was  undertaken,  and  the  balance  was  shifted  from  self  reliance  to  export  promotion  and
competitiveness.  The succession of programs that made up this new strategy  is given in Table 3.
The  first priority  was  to  get the balance  of payments  under  control.  The  early  stages  of the  Structural
Adjustment Program addressed this through devaluation,  liberalization  of financial  markets,  deregulation
of business and the promotion of exports.  The process  of devaluation  and financial  market liberalization
was  supported  by  three  general  Structural  Adjustment  Loans  (SALs  I  -111,1982-1984).  Given  the
unimpressive performance  of the economy,  the strategy shifted in the late  1980's  from an economy-wide
focus to emphasize a sectoral approach.  This led to several new programs,  including the Public  Enterprise
Sector Adjustment Loan (PESAL,1987),  two Trade and Financial  Sector Adjustment Loans (TFSAL I-II,
1988-1991),  the Agricultural Sector Adjustment Loan (ASAL,  1990)  and the Private  Sector Development
Adjustment Loan (PSDAL,1992).
Table 3:  Selected Loans  and Grants,  Jamaica,  1977-1992
Date  Institution  Title  Type/Identifier  Amount
1977  IBRD  Public Sector Investment  Program Loan  $30  mill
1979  IBRD  Manufactured  Exports  Program  Loan  $31.5  mill
April  1981  IMF  Extended Fund Facility
1982-84  IBRD  Structural  Adjustment  Loans I,  II,  and III  2315-JM,  2478-JM  $191.4  mill
July  1986  IMF  Standby  Agreement Canceled
Jan  1987  IMF  Standby  Agreement Reinstated
1987  IBRD  Public Enterprise Sector Adjustment  2489-JM  $20  mill
Loan  (PSAL)
1987  IBRD  Trade  and Financial Sector Adjustment  2448-JM  $40 mill
Loan (TFSAL)
March  1990  IMF  Standby Agreement
March  1990  IBRD  Ag Sector Adjust.  Loan in Jamaica  Loan 3174-JM  $25  mill
(ASAL)
1st tranche,  3/30/90,  $12.5m
2nd tranche,  3/26/91,  $12.5  m
closed  3/30/91
OECF (Japan)  Co-financing  Loans  $25  mill
KFW  (Germany  DM 25  mill
IDB Netherlands  $50 mill
NLG 20 mill
March  1991  IBRD  Jamaica Second Trade and Financial  Loan 3303-JM  $30 mill
Sector Adjustment Loan (TFSAL II)
1992  IBRD  Jamaica Private Sector Adjustment Loan  $60 mill
(PSDAL)
28The policy change met with mixed success.  Table 4 shows the exchange  rate,  the nominal loan rate, the
growth rate of GDP and the current  account balance  of payments over the period  1980 to  1993.  Growth
returned  to the economy  in the early  1980s;  faltered by mid-decade  and  then returned  at  the end of the
decade. While the growth rate has been positive  since 1990 it has been far from impressive  and the balance
of payments remained  stubbornly negative  for much of this period.
Table 4:  Exchange  Rate,  Loan Rate,  GDP Growth and Balance of Payments,  1980-1993
Exchange Rate  Balance of Payments
Year  (JS/USS)  Nominal  Loan Rate  GDP Growth  (USS/MN)
1980  1.7  13.00  -5.8  -170.9
1981  1.7  13.00  2.5  -286.2
1982  1.7  13.00  1.1  -374.5
1983  3.2  13.00  2.1  -440.5
1984  4.9  15.90  -0.9  -343.4
1085  5.4  21.90  -4.6  -353.2
1986  5.4  23.00  1.7  -90.1
1987  5.5  23.00  6.2  -214.9
1988  5.4  23.00  1.5  -20.7
1989  6.4  25.60  4.5  -425.5
1990  8.0  34.10  3.8  -357
1991  21.4  35.60  0.6
1992  22.1  53.40  1.9
1993  32.4  50.10  0.7
Source:  IMF,  International  Financial  Statistics;  Bank of Jamaica  Statistical  Digest,  and IBRD,  Caribbean Region,
Current Economic  Situation,  Regional  Issues,  and Capital  Flows,  1992.
The change in orientation was notable in the area of agricultural policy. The SAP's of the  1980's generally
emphasized  the  large  scale  commercial  sector  as  a  way  of spearheading  the  agricultural  recovery  and
downplayed the role of the small farmer.  The result was  a significant change in agricultural  policy from
the previous period.  The main features  of agricultural  sector policy in the 1980s  were:
- Reform of Export Marketing Organizations  (EMO's) to allow private companies the opportunity
to export traditional crops.  Deregulation for the EMO's began in 1983.
- Government  sale and lease of idle and under-utilized  agricultural lands.  Some 9,000 acres  were
targeted for sale and lease during  1983.
- Establishment of an Agricultural  Credit Bank  in 1982  in an effort to  increase  the efficiency  of
agricultural credit markets.
29- The  creation  in  1983  of Agro  21  Corporation  Limited,  an  agricultural  company  with  wide
responsibility  for promoting private sector agricultural development.
- The  reorganization  of the  Ministry  of Agriculture,  emphasizing  downsizing,  integration  and
privatizing of functions
- Under  a USAID project,  Producer Marketing Organizations  (PMO's) were established.
- With the support of the InterAmerican  Development Bank (ID8) an Agricultural  Research project
sought to upgrade the Bodies Research Station with the objective of centralizing  agricultural research
(including  the traditional  export crops).
There was,  however,  little in the SAP to influence domestic price policy  or trade policy  in agricultural
products.  Imports  continued  to  be  allowed  in  under  license,  with many  of the  major  products  being
imported soled by the state monopoly,  the Jamaica  Commodity Trading Corporation (JCTC).
The agricultural  sector performed  poorly in the  1 980's under the general structural adjustment programs.
Table 5  shows development of the crop production index, indicating the general  decline in output from both
the export and domestic crop subsectors.  Not all of the poor performance  was due to policy.  The export
crops, in particular,  were hard hit by Hurricane Gilbert in 1988.  But the stagnation was pervasive.  By  1989
the general  agricultural production index had actually declined by 4 percent,  relative to  1981.  This decline
would have been even more pronounced but for the growth that took place  in the livestock and  fisheries
subsectors.
Table 5: Crop and Total Agricultural  Production index,  1981  - 1989
Year  Export Crop Subsector  Domestic Crop Subsector  Total Agriculture
1981  100.00  100.00  100.00
1982  97.59  85.21  91.10
1983  102.53  95.40  99.10
1984  91.10  115.54  110.30
1985  94.31  109.52  106.20
1986  96.05  103.04  102.60
1987  100.87  106.15  103.50
1988  80.86  93.75  95.40
1989  85.96  91.72  95.70
Source:  Economic  and Social Survey of Jamaica 1981-  1989
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The reform of the agricultural  sector started under the structural  adjustment programs  of the  1980's was
given a new impetus at the end of the decade.  In an effort to address the specific constraints  to growth  and
development  in the agricultural sector the Government of Jamaica negotiated  an Agricultural  Sector Loan
(ASAL)  with the  World  Bank  in  March  1990.  The  goals  of the  ASAL mirrored  those  of the  earlier
structural  adjustment reforms.  At a general  level the ASAL sought  to develop an agricultural  sector that
was internationally  competitive  and fiscally sound.  At a more specific  level,  the ASAL was  accompanied
by a series of policy changes and a detailed timetable  on which loan disbursement by the World Bank was
conditioned.  It was  the  ASAL  of 1990  that  came  to  characterize  the  new  government  policy  for  the
agricultural  sector.  These policies  are outlined  in Table  6.  Together they  represent  a radically  different
policy for agriculture from that of earlier years.
This new policy was based on the provision of market incentives to domestic and export agriculture through
a process of deregulation of markets, increased  competition from imports and the removal  of subsidies.  The
notion was to complete the privatization of the sector started under the SAP, by further reducing  the role
of the EMOs and by removing the monopoly import status of the JCTC.  The trade liberalization  package
for the first time introduced  a measure of competition on the domestic market for the output from Jamaican
farms.  Quantitative restrictions  on imports were replaced  by tariffs,  and a schedule for their reduction was
established  (see below). The credit policy aimed to remove  subsidies that had been introduced  through low
interest rates,  though it allowed  a policy which differentiated  these rates by size of farm. The divestment
of land and of public  enterprises was also taken further than before.  The  agricultural sector is  still in the
process of adjusting to this significant  shift in policy.
Impact of Policy  Reform on the Performance of the Agricultural Sector
The performance  of the agricultural  sector as  a whole has been positive  in response to the policy  reforms
of the ASAL,  in combination with the continued macroeconomic changes  introduced under the World Bank
and IMF programs.  Total agricultural production has increased by over one-quarter  since 1990,  as a result
of increases  in yields across  both domestic  and export  crops.  Export crops  increased  production  by  30
percent  from  the  low  point  of their  production  in  1988 until  1992,  though there  has  since  been  some
retrenchment  of this  growth.  Livestock  output  also  climbed,  but by  a  more  modest  rate  and has  also
declined in the  past two  years. The  driving  force behind  the output growth has been  the domestic  crop
sector, which has expanded by over 40 percent since  1990,  and ways  still expanding  in  1993.
The  links  between  the  policy  reforms  and  the  renewed  growth  in  agriculture  are  in  large  part
sector-specific.  No two commodities  have  reacted  alike.  The traditional  export  crops - sugar,  bananas,
coffee, cocoa,  citrus  and pimento - have  shown this variation in their performance.  While the volume  of
exports of bananas,  coffee  an citrus have shown a clear upward trend,  sugar, pimento  and cocoa exports
remain sluggish,  increasing  in some years  and declining  others. Table  7 shows the export volume in recent
years for traditional  export crops.
31Table  6: Conditions  of the Agricultural  Sector  Adjustment Loan { 1990)
-- Within a framework of macroeconomic  policies
f  Correct policy-induced price distortions
f  Improve incentive framework  in Jamaican agriculture.
f  Assist in divestment of state-owned enterprises
f  Assist in divestment of government land
-- Agricultural  Pricing
f  Eliminate all quantitative-import  restrictions  and the us of  reference  prices.
* Adjust nominal protection  to make protection specific with no tariff to exceed  100%  after
reductions)
f  Reduce  tariff rates over  3-7-year Period to the CET of CARICOM
-- Food Subsidies
f  Eliminate subsidies to the Jamaica  Commodity Trading  Corporation
f  Eliminate  General Food Subsidy program financed by JCTC
-- Agricultural  Credit
f  Remove credit subsidies.
f  Adopt market-related  credit terms,  differentiated by farm size
-- Deregulate Cocoa Marketing:
* Eliminate minimum production limit for application for export license.
f  Allow  anyone to become an exporter
* Eliminate all restrictions  on private transactions  and on location of exporters
f  Eliminate restriction that negotiation  for marketing must pass through COIB  agents
f  COIB to  retain quality control function;
f  make membership of COIB voluntary and  levy no cess on non-members
-- Deregulate  Citrus Marketing:
f  Specify circumstances  for denial of export license
f  Eliminate minimum production/planting  limit for exporter
* Allow anyone to become an exporter
f  Cess on farmers to CGA made voluntary
-- Public Divestment
f  Issuance of at least 2,000 titles during FY 89
-- Land Divestment
* Sale of-at least 7,000 acres to small farmers in FY 89
-- Enterprise Divestment
*Divestment of at least 5 small agricultural and agro-industrial enterprises  worth up to  $2 mill
(US) each and one larger enterprise
32Table  7:  Volume of Major Agricultural  Exports
1989 - 1993
Tonnes
1989  1990  1991  1992  1993
Sugar  132,332  146,359  151,181  139,362  149,519
Bananas  41,628  61,066  75,290  76,723  76,777
Citrus  5,676  11,918  9,985  12,515  11,675
Pimento  1,932  2,518  1,752  2,280  2,187
Cocoa  1,104  1,900  1,490  1,791  1,580
Coffee  827  771  912  1,325  1,402
Non Trad.  12,242  15,149  18,015  21,233  24,513
Source:Economic  and Social Survey  1989 - 1993
The sugar industry  is the third largest earner  of foreign exchange  in the Jamaican economy  after bauxite
and  tourism.  While  production  and  exports  have  increased  only  marginally  in  recent  years,  foreign
exchange  earnings  have grown substantially, by 52%  from  1989 to  1993.  More than 80%  of Jamaica's
sugar  exports  are  marketed  under  the  preferential  arrangements  of the  Sugar  Protocol  of the  Lome
Convention with the European Union (EU). Devaluation would not be expected to have much effect on the
dollar  value  of exports  under  such  circumstances,  but  prices  have  been  stronger  as  a  result  of the
appreciation  of the European currencies.  Privatization of the sector  is now almost  complete,  with the sale
of the remaining sugar estates that were in government  hands. New institutional  arrangements have handed
over to growers the responsibility for fulfilling export quotas.  The domestic market for sugar has also been
liberalized,  though  imports of raw  sugar are still controlled by the government.  While  the SAP changes
have undoubtedly been beneficial for the sugar sector,  the policy reform also has  imposed some costs on
the  sector.  Higher  prices  of inputs and  poor  maintenance  of farm  roads  (associated  with  cutbacks  in
government  expenditure)  are the most prominent negative impacts.
The banana industry has expanded considerably  in the past five years and  is now the fourth largest  earner
of foreign exchange  in the economy.  The partial deregulation of the sector has been accompanied by some
significant structural changes.  New firms have entered the sector, and adopted more productive technology.
Growers returns have increased.  Between  1985  and 1995  average  yields in the industry have soared from
10 tons  per hectare to  25 tons;  while exports  have  increased from  12,000  tons  to 76,000  tons.  Banana
exports  go almost exclusively to the  UK, under  a quota tied to historical sales.  The  banana quota  also has
a preferential price, maintained  by a tariff on the relatively  cheaper  exports from Central America.  The
revitalization of this industry  is therefore  a combination of internal  reorganization stimulated  by structural
adjustment and preferences in the main export market.
Another sector that has benefitted from the reorganization  as a result of structural adjustment is Coffee.
The average total coffee production over the period 1984 to 1988 was  1,576 tonnes per anum. This average
increased to 8,217 tonnes per anum for the 1989-1993 period. This expansion has been concentrated  among
large scale producers,  including new entrants into the coffee industry. Some of this expansion is accounted
33for by increased yields which moved from 398 to  529 boxes per hectare  in 1985  and  1994 respectively.
Production has historically  been in the hands  of small farmers with 85 percent  of total production  in the
1960's and 1970's coming  from farms under 0.5 hectare.  As a result of recent structural changes,  including
the ability of private firms to export under license from the Coffee Industry Board, medium and large farms
now account for approximately  55 percent of total production.  This change has been mainly in the  "Blue
Mountain Coffee"  areas where acreages that were formerly forests and pine plantation have been brought
under cultivation.
By contrast;  Cocoa production and exports show a marginal but inconsistent increase.  Deregulation  of the
cocoa marketing system was explicitly included in the ASAL, but so far no private firms have taken up the
challenge.  The sector has experienced  relatively little structural shift,  as deregulation has yet to yield fruit.
The  citrus  industry  has  changed  and  expanded  considerably  during  the  structural  adjustment  period.
Production increased from 23,448 tons in  1989 to 47,609 tons in 1992,  an increase of 103 percent.  Exports
have doubled since  1989 and the industry  continues to grow.  Since  deregulation several  large  farms have
been established  and they have changed to nature of the industry.  The ability to export
fruit without going through the Citrus Growers Association has been attractive  to large producers  and they
are now active participants in the processing and marketing of the product. The greater  importance of large
farmers who average 3 to 5 boxes per tree compared to small farmers that average  1 box per tree,  has led
to yield increases for the citrus sector as a whole to move from 289 in  1985 to 541  in 1994.
Despite the gains of the citrus industry in recent times a number of formidable  constraints still remain, with
some  old  ones  exacerbated.  Inadequate  extension  services  is  foremost  among  these  problems.  While
farmers need more knowledge regarding  fertilizer use,  insect  and disease control  and nursery practices,
the capacity  of the traditional provider of these services,  the Citrus Growers Association  (CGA),  has been
reduced.  The CGA has suffered as a result of declining  cess levels,  as  it no longer controls the marketing
of citrus.  Further,  the CGA's commercial processing operations are  at risk because of the smaller volumes
marketed through their facilities  since deregulation.
The  growth  in the  non-traditional  export  crops has  been  the most dynamic  segment of the  agricultural
export sector in recent years. Many of these products,  such as yams have not traditionally  had large export
sales.  Others are new opportunities  that are being exploited, papaya  is one example of this.  Production of
these  "non-traditionals"  have doubled over the period  1989 to  1993.  Table 8 shows the growth in volume
of exports  of the most  important  of these  products.  The  trade  is  in response  to a growing  demand  for
tropical fruits and vegetables  in US markets.  The key to the expansion of the trade, however,  seems to have
been the opening up of the foreign exchange  regulations.  Exporters  were in 1991  allowed  to open foreign
bank accounts and thus use the export earnings  to import on their  own account.  Import volumes reflect this
increased  ability for firms to trade in foodstuffs,  particularly  with the US.
The non-traditional  export crops  are classified as  domestic crops in Jamaican production statistics.  As a
result of the booming  market for these products.  the domestic  food crops  sector as a whole has expanded
rapidly.  In 1993 production reached approximately 583,000 tonnes. The domestic food crop subsector  is
comprised of over 40 crops in the following food groups  - legumes,  vegetables,  condiments,  fruits, cereals
and root crops. Besides the export boom, the growing demand for these crops in the tourist sector and the
34Table  8:  Volume of selected  non-traditional Agricultural  Export,  1989 -1993  '000  kgs
Commodity  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993
Tubers  8,931  11,236  11,520  13,282  14,930
Yams  6,207  8,286  9,130  10,330  11,352
Sweet Potato  878  758  704  1,079  1,282
Dasheen/Eddoes  1,618  2,191  1,681  1,873  2,296
Other tubers  224  5
Vegetables  1,592  1,781  2,052  2,653  2,301
Pumpkins  1,130  1,155  1,442  2,010  1,485
Cucumber  90  120  102  160  217
Tomato  2  1  12
Other Veg.  370  504  502  470  597
Fruits  1,114  1,320  2,689  3,327  4,246
Avocadoes  16  50  73  128  166
Mangoes  416  599  1,382  1,031  679
Melons  30  47  52  7
Papaya  2,007  3,276
Other fruits  792  641  1,187  109  118
Ornamental
Horticulture  326  396  365  251  478
Cut Flowers  295  359  270  194  202
Foliage  31  37  95  57  276
Fresh/Lobster  297  816  1,389  1,720  2,558
Crustaceans
TOTAL  12,242  15,549  18,015  21,231  24,513
Source:  Economic  and Social  Survey  1993
35ability of farmers to develop more reliable  relationships to supply this demand have also been important.
The government's  incentive  of duty  concession  on farm  vehicles  has been  important  in improving  the
marketing of crops. 2
The livestock industry has also experienced some growth in recent years,  but the main subsectors remain
vulnerable to competition from cheaper  imports. Structural adjustment policies have provided opportunities
to increase productivity through improvements  on both the input purchasing and marketing side.  However,
it has also introduced uncertainties which work against the pursuit of opportunities  created.  The two parts
of the livestock sector that have been affected most by these uncertainties  have been dairy and poultry.
The domestic milk supply sector supplies 30 percent of the domestic demand.  The remaining  70 percent
is imported.  A number of factors related to the policy reforms have recently  affected the composition of
these  imports  and  thereby  the  competition  faced  by  the  domestic  producing  sector.  Exchange  rate
devaluation  and import deregulation  have dramatically  affected the  import of basic food  items.
One recent example of this is the increased importation of whole milk powder imports have exceeded those
of skim milk powder (traditionally used to make condensed milk for home consumption),  with a significant
amount  of the whole milk powder being  repackaged  into household sized  sachets (80 gis) and marketed
directly  to consumers.  The domestic milk processing industry has lost market  share  and in  1994  shifted
some of the adjustment on to milk producers  by not purchasing their milk.
Poultry production in Jamaica has increased substantially,  from 29,360 tons in 1981 to 53,436 tons in 1991.
Since  1992 there has been considerable variability  in production.  Higher prices of production inputs limited
the expansion of the poultry industry in the early 1980's,  as there were price controls  on broiler meat. In
1990,  with  the  removal of the  price controls,  product prices  increased.  In turn, the  ending  of JCTC's
monopoly on feed imports meant that greater amounts  of higher quality feed were  imported, As a result,
production  of chicken  meat  increased  dramatically.  Consumption  of  poultry  meat  has  also  increased
steadily over the period,  from 24.6 kgs/person in 1981  to 33.6 kgs/person  in 1994.  Despite a tradition of
buying whole broilers  (more than 50 percent of broiler meat has been sold  in this way)  more Jamaicans
are now consuming  chicken parts.  This change reflects both the recent  availability of cheaper  imported
poultry parts  (mainly chicken  leg quarters  from the US)  and the growth of the chicken-based  fast  food
sector.
Agricultural Sector Institutions
Among the significant indirect impacts on agriculture  of structural  adjustment  is the impact  on institutions.
The SAP in general and the ASAL in particular has affected the operations  of the Ministry of Agriculture
in no small  way.  Some divisions have been given greater autonomy  (agricultural  extension),  some  have
been privatized  (clinical veterinary services),  and  almost all have been downsized from  a budgetary  and
human resource  standpoint.  The functioning  of the Ministry of Agriculture  has been greatly changed  by
the general  efforts to reduce the  fiscal deficit.  The general pattern has been to reduce the  role of public
sector organizations by transferring their duties to more private sector oriented organizations.
2 An important dimension of the growth taking place has been the increasing  geographical concentration of
agricultural production. This is most apparent  in the parish of St.  Elizabeth which accounts  for approximately  25
percent of the area harvested in  1994 and  18 percent of the domestic crop production. Four parishes,  St Elizabeth,
Trelawny,  St.  Ann and Manchester account for 63 percent of the area harvested and 59 percent of the production.
36The SAP process has tended also to reduce research and development capacity  in Jamaican  agriculture.  In
the case of the research carried out within the Ministry of Agriculture the  situation has become critical.  For
the Commodity Boards,  deregulation  has reduced the capacity  of Coffee  and Citrus to conduct  research
though it has increased  the  research capacity  of the Sugar and Banana Boards.  The research  system in
Jamaica is  still in urgent need of rehabilitation.
The early  SAP had a profound impact on the extension service,  cutting 33 percent  of its posts as a part  of
the 1982 Administrative  Reform program.  Recognition  of the critical importance of the extension service
to exploiting  opportunities  derived  from changes under the SAP  led to the creation in  1990 of the Rural
Agricultural  Authority (RADA).  This was an effort to breathe new  life  into the governmental extension
system. However,  it too was  a casualty of austerity.  In the  1992 public sector downsizing  a further 50%
of the  extension  officers  were  made  redundant.  Table  9  shows  RADA's  initial  staff complement  and
organizational  structure  1990-1992  and  its present staff complement and  structure  1992-1994.  RADA's
effectiveness  is  constrained  by  the  fact  that  it's budget  is used  primarily  for  recurrent  administrative
expenditures,  leaving  a negligible  amount for assistance to farmers.  Perhaps  more  importantly,  it is  not
adequately  supported by a technology  development and problem-solving  arm.
Table 9: Rural  Agricultural  Development Authority  Personnel:  Number of Persons and Mimes
No.of Persons
Title  1990-1992  1992-  1994
Senior Management  24  15
Head Office and Zones
Management-Field  26  19
Specialists/  221  104
Agricultural Extension
Agricultural/Home  Economic  219  87
Assistants
Support Staff (Accounting and  552  287
Clerical)
A summary  of the impacts  of the SAP  and the ASAL  is presented  in Table  10.
37Table  10:  Impacts of Structural Adjustment  Policies  on Jamaican Agriculture
Overall  Summary of the Impact on the Sector
a)  Production has achieved a rate of growth of 5 percent  over the  period
1989 to 1995.
b)  Since  1990 there has been a positive balance  of trade  between
agricultural exports  and imports
c)  Many new entrepreneurs  have entered the sector  as producers  and
marketers of agricultural crops.
d)  Crop yields increased substantially for the main export and domestic
crops.
e)  Capacity  in the critical areas of research and extension has declined.
f)  Large scale farms have tended to account for the growth  in production.
Crop subsector output has become more concentrated  at the expense of
the small farm sector.
g)  Crop production by parish has become  more concentrated,  and four
parishes now account for 60 percent  of the production.
h)  Commodity  Boards have relinquished  their market power,  and some
have lost their capacity to provide  services for growers.
i)  Domestic producers  generally  face more competition  from import
substitutes.
j)  More credit  has gone to large  farmers  than to small farmers.
k)  The amount of credit going to the agricultural sector  has declined.
38Trade Liberalization and the Agricultural Sector
Tariff Reform under  Structural Adjustment
Structural adjustment  in Jamaica called for the removal  of high levels of protection  in the economy,  to
allow sectors to develop competitive  strengths and to relieve consumers  (and other  sectors) of the burden
of high costs. But the process of trade liberalization had been a hesitant one for agriculture.  The problem
of integrating the agricultural sector into the trade regime had proved difficult. Jamaican farmers  relied  on
the assurances that governments had given over the years,  that imported products would not be allowed
to  disrupt  the  domestic  market.  Structural  adjustment,, and  the trade  liberalization  that  came  with  it,
changed the rules of the game.  Domestic agricultural sectors were asked to earn their keep under this new
policy,  by competing  for the consumers'  dollar with imports from other countries.
Not  all  the  impacts  of trade  liberalization  disadvantaged  the  Jamaican  producer.  The  effect  of trade
liberalization on the agricultural sector included the indirect impact through the reduction of trade barriers
in other sectors.  Jamaica  liberalized  import access  for non-agricultural  goods at an earlier  stage  of the
process of structural adjustment than in the case of agricultural imports.  This gave agriculture  a temporary
benefit from the cheaper price of imported inputs and the general reduction (in relative  terms) of the cost
of  living.  This  has  not  reduced  the  controversy  or  significance  of  the  various  moves  toward  trade
liberalization  in agricultural markets,  including the unilateral tariff reforms undertaken as part of structural
adjustment,  the multilateral  trade negotiations  as they impact on Jamaican agriculture,  and the  regional
initiatives which have  also significant implications  for agricultural  trade prospects.
Prior to the tariff reform embodied in the ASAL. imported agricultural  goods were subject to a number
of trade restrictions,  including import licenses,  reference prices,  stamp duties (additional  import levies) and
quantitative restrictions.  The task of tariff reform was the removal  of all non-tariff barriers and the adoption
of tariffs as the only method of protection.
The  programme  of unilateral  trade  liberalization  undertaken  as  a  part  the  TFSAL  and  the  ASAL  is
summarized in Table  11.  Agricultural  commodities have been classified  into groups,  originally reflecting
their domestic sensitivity  and the extent to which they were produced by small farmers.  Under the first
TFSAL,  market access for the goods in Group VI was liberalized,  whilst for Group V the Reference  Price
system was relaxed and the stamp duties were removed on products in Group IV.  This left the majority of
farm products,  including  all major vegetable  and  livestock commodities  with import regimes  involving
import licenses, reference prices and  stamp duties.
39Table  11:  Synopsis of Jamaican  Tariff Reform
Status of Trade Regime  Reform under TFSAL I  1986-1990  Reform  under
1986  ASAL 1990
onwards
Goods  subject to:  Policy Change  No Policy Change  Conversion to
Goods  liberalized:  Goods  still subject  tariff equivalent
to:
a)  Import license  a)Removed  from Import  a)  Import license  a) Group  I:  tariffs
requirements  license  requirements  requirements  (Group  to be reduced  to
(Group VI)  I)  CET in 5 to 7
years
b) Reference pries and  b) Removed  from  Reference  prices  b) Group II:
protective  stamp duties  Reference  prices system  plus protective  stamp  tariffs to be
but maintaining  duties  (Group  II)  reduced  to CET
protective  stamp duties  in 5  to 7 years
(Group V)
c) Reference  prices  and  c) Reference  prices  c) Group III:
ordinary stamp duties  and ordinary stamp  tariffs to be
duties Group III)  reduced  to CET
in 3 years
d) System of reference  C) Removed from
prices and protective  stamp  system of protective
duties  stamp duties ( Group
IV)
e) Quantitative Restrictions  d) QRs  changed to
(QRs)  reference  prices and
protective stamp duties
Note:  Group I. Goods Requiring Import Licensing for Small Farmer Protection
potatoes,  carrots,  peanuts,  apples,  tomatoes,  peppers,  vegetable,  oil,  onions,  cabbage,  tomato
sauce, beans, lettuce, peas
Group II.  Goods Subject to Reference  Prices and Protection Stamp Duties
beef, eggs,  citrus pulp, pork,  grapes,  orange juice, poultry meal, pineapple juice, bacon,  canned
ham,  grains (not wheat,  oats)
Group III.  Goods Subject to Reference  Prices and Regular  Stamp Duties
cucumbers,  other vegetables
Group IV. Items Removed from Protective  Stamp Duties
garlic, tomato juice,  lima beans,  canned  corn, navy beans,  frozen corn
Group VI. Items Removed from Import License Requirements
garlic, peanut butter
40The ASAL addressed directly the import regimes for the Groups I,  II  and III.  In each  case the non-tariff
barriers were  converted to tariffs.  For Group III the tariffs were reduced  over a period  of three years to
the level of the  CARICOM  Common External  Tariff (CET). For Groups I and  11 the tariffs were  to be
removed  over  a period of 5-7 years.  As  a part of the  PSDAL,  however,  the  seven-year  timetable  was
shortened  somewhat.  The remaining stamp duties were to be removed  in three steps,  in March  1993,  1994
and  1995.  However,  in  1994 the Government decided to delay the abolition of stamp duties due in March
of that year to allow time to study the impact of their removal.  The final  steps  in this process,  including
the removal  of the last of the stamp  duties, were therefore  due this year.
The  ASAL  trade  policy  reform  in  effect  gave  the  agricultural  sector  some  breathing  space.  The
combination  of the CET,  of about 40 percent for most agricultural  products.  and the  additional  stamp
duties,  provides  a level of nominal protection of up  to 90 percent  for many products  in Group I and  11.
Though still significant,  the level of duty has come down markedly since  1990.  The result of these specific
reductions  in tariffs has been to reduce both the average weighted  commodity tariff in each of the Groups
and also the dispersion of these tariffs.
Trade Agreements and the Trading Environment
To the opportunities  and pressures on the Jamaican agricultural  sector arising  from structural  adjustment
have been added another set of changes  in the nature of the world trade system.  These included  the GATT
Uruguay  Round  of trade  negotiations  and  the  various  regional  trade  negotiations,  particularly  within
CARICOM.
The Uruguay Round
The  Government  of Jamaica  took an  active  role  in the  Uruguay  Round  negotiations  on  agricultural
products.  Of interest  to  Jamaica  was  the  extent  to  which  access  into  developed  country  markets  for
temperate zone agricultural products would be eased as a result of the Round. Other issues,  such as the use
of sanitary and phytosanitary  standards as disguised barriers to trade were also on the agenda.  Many of the
food exporting developing  countries  used the Cairns Group to press their concerns  on export subsidies  and
developed  country protection. Jamaica was more closely associated with the  concern that was voiced often
in the talks about the problems which  would face food-deficit importing  countries  in the event that world
prices were to increase markedly.
The  outcome  of the  Uruguay  Round  negotiations  on  agriculture  was  to  adopt  a  new  set  of rules  on
agricultural trade and  to begin a process of reduction of some of the major impediments  to the rational
growth of world trade,  namely high barriers  to market  access,  disruptive export subsidies  and domestic
policies which distort  international markets through the encouragement  of excess  production. The  degree
of liberalization in the markets  and products  of interest to Jamaica was limited.  In part this was  a result of
the fact that  raw material  exports  already face  low tariffs into the industrial  countries.  The best outcome
in such circumstances  would have been a reduction in the tariffs for the processed products,  which in effect
would have removed some of the protection on the "value added" industries in the exporting country. There
is  reason to believe that this reduction in the  effective protection took place,  as tariffs in general were
reduced by up to 40 percent. That more direct help  from reduction in export subsidies for sugar,  and in
improved market access,  is unlikely to be significant. The US already ran a tariff rate quota on sugar,  and
41it was relatively straightforward to modify the EU's sugar regime into  a GATT compatible  tariff-rate  quota
system.3
The  reduction  in  import  barriers  agreed  in  the  Uruguay  Round  was  defined  by  the  submission  of
"schedules" by each participant  in the negotiations.  For the developed  countries,  these schedules  included
bindings for the new tariffs created  as a result of "tariffication of non-tariff border measures,  reductions
in the level of these bound tariffs along with pre-existing tariffs, guarantees  of market access for particular
quantities  of products,  schedules for the reductions  in export subsidies,  and  limits on the level of domestic
subsidies.  Not all countries  to submit such detailed schedules.  Jamaica,  in common with many developing
countries,  submitted a schedule of ceiling tariff bindings in accordance  with the procedures  laid down in
the negotiations.  These bindings  are  intentionally  set above the  level  currently  imposed.  The Jamaican
schedule thus  reserves as a ceiling binding  a tariff of 100 percent for all agricultural products  (except for
the ceiling of 200 percent on sugar) along with the  right to  impose up  to 80 percent other charges  (such
as the stamp duties). Moreover,  this ceiling is not scheduled to be reduced over the next few years.  To all
intents and purposes, the GATT schedule will have no practical  impact on access  to the Jamaican market
for agricultural products.
Regional Integration
Regional  Trade Arrangements  (RTAs) have become an important part of trade policy for most countries
in the western hemisphere.  Jamaica  is a member of the Caribbean Economic Community,  or CARICOM.
As a trade bloc, CARICOM  has at times had difficulty in finding the political  will needed for the pursuit
of internal trade liberalization and its market integration efforts have often been in vain. In part this reflects
the fears of the smallest economies about the possibility of being swamped by the larger members.  In part
it is accounted  for by the lack of consistent leadership by the largest countries,  including Jamaica,  which
has  intensified links with the US  in recent  years.  In part it is an inevitable  consequence  of the small size
of the market, the European orientation of trade, and the similarity of trade patterns.  Despite the relatively
weak trade ties within CARICOM,  the process of trade liberalization has proceeded  at the regional level.
Most  goods  flow  without  tariffs  between  CARICOM  members.  In  1991  the  CARICOM  countries
established  a Common External Tariff (CET),  and a schedule  for reduction of this  level in the next few
years.  This schedule provides for a 40 percent tariff on agricultural  commodities,  as compared with a 25-30
percent tariff on manufactured  goods.  For goods which are not produced in the region,  the member states
can apply reduced levels of tariff. Under a convention agreed by CARICOM  ministers,  agricultural imports
can under certain circumstances  be protected by additional duties.  Jamaican stamp duties are thus accepted
by CARICOM  as  an addition to the CET.
The  impact of regional trade liberalization on Jamaican trade patterns  is not pronounced.  Most countries
in the region export  similar goods,  and most concentrate  on overseas  markets.  However,  there  is some
growth  in  intra-regional  trade  arising  from  the  CARICOM  agreement,  and  from  the  attempt  by
entrepreneurs  to search  out regional  markets.  As more  countries  in the  region open up their  markets,
whether  as a part of structural  adjustment or for  other reasons,  such regional  trade is bound to increase.
The  size  of the CARICOM  market  is however rather limited.  The wider region,  including Venezuela,
Mexico,  Colombia  and the Central American Common Market,  offers more promise.  More particularly
The Uruguay Round did have the effect of locking in these preferential access quantities,  though
not the degree of preference.
42of interest  to  Jamaica  are  the  non-CARICOM  islands,  Cuba  and  in  Hispaniola,  which  have  sizable
populations  and  a  close geographical  proximity.  Open economic  policies  in those islands  could make a
significant impact on Jamaican agriculture.
Lessons  from Jamaica's Experience
The structural adjustment program and more general macroeconomic policies  have been important to the
agricultural  sector in correcting the signals  sent to agricultural producers  and processors.  The traditional
agricultural sector was being penalized by the overvalued  exchange  rate; Marketing  Boards were operating
inefficiently  and as a result paying  growers too  low a price;  and inefficiencies  in the nontraditional  crop
and agro-processing  sector were protected by import regulations.  The  program of structural  adjustment
generally changed this situation and has had positive impacts in terms of the improved performance  of the
sector. The  lower inflation and  interest rates and the more  stable exchange  rate associated  with general
macroeconomic  policy were  also critical in this regard.
While  these  programs  appear  very beneficial  there  are  a number  of concerns  regarding  the  long  run
sustainability of the changes and the short run impacts on particular  farming communities.  The lessons that
could be derived from the Jamaica  experience  are  as follows.
1) Correction of macroeconomic imbalances  balances,  both internal and external,  is not an option;  it is  an
essential.  Fiscal  and  balance  of payments  deficits  introduce  instability  and  uncertainty  that  result  in
economic  and  social crisis.  Policy to correct those problems must however incorporate mechanisms  and
programs  for technology  development  and the promotion  of equitable  access to economic opportunities.
Otherwise  poverty and maldistribution  of income may result from macro  adjustments.  The balance  and
timing of the macroeconomic  policies and programs  is significant  in determining  the performance  of the
sector and the impacts on particular groups.
2) The development  of public  and private  sector partnerships,  in the widest  sense,  is  necessary  for the
transition to and sustainability  of the models of production  and distribution.  Internal policies  and programs
must make the strategy and assumptions regarding  the external environment  very transparent  for producers
and consumers. The promotion of the private sector should not proceed without addressing the very reasons
that  gave  rise to  the  development  of public  policies  in me  first  place.  Market  deregulation  should  be
supported  by  positive  policies  for  the  farm  sector  in  order  to  promote  equitable  development  across
different economic groupings and regional areas.
3) Small farmers  need more assistance from public institutions in exploiting opportunities  that arise from
deregulation and trade liberalization.  Information  services regarding new opportunities,  both for markets
and investment, are critical to new opportunities being exploited.  The role of public institutions  responsible
for promoting agricultural  development needs to be clearly  articulated.  Resources  should be allocated to
agencies  in keeping with expectations for their output.
4) Trade liberalization,  particularly the removal of protection for import substitutes,  should be tied closely
to programs promoting greater  competitiveness in the import substitute sectors  and a transition to more
competitive  activities.  Mechanisms  to protect  domestic  agriculture  from  import  surges  and products
dumped  should  be  in place  before  removal  of import  restrictions.  Transparency  of trade  policies  is
important to allow for investment patterns to respond to trade opportunities.
435)  Regional  economic  integration and trade  liberalization can be  a useful  adjunct to domestic  structural
adjustment and policy reform.  New markets for local goods  can supplement and in time replace  some of
the overseas export flows.  In turn, domestic production  "learns" to compete  with regional  produce  while
still  being  sheltered  from  direct  competition  from  third  countries.  So  long  as  this  preference  is  not
permanently built into cost structures,  the result could be the development  of internationally-competitive
agricultural  sectors.  Improvements  in transportation and infrastructure  could increase the competitiveness
of local production to where the preferences  were not required (or not used).  If the present move toward
the  agglomeration  of trade  agreements  continues,  these  regional free-trade  agreement!  will be  a useful
proving ground for the greater  challenge of pan-continental  or transcontinental trade pacts.
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